Program Administrators:

Trish Dezso
941-751-6550 ext. 2004
Dezsop@manateeschools.net

Program Administrator for the following school sites:
Abel Elementary
Ballard Elementary
Miller Elementary
Moody Elementary
Palma Sola Elementary
Prine Elementary
Sea Breeze Elementary
Stewart Elementary

Elizabeth Thompson
941-751-6550 ext. 2049
Thompsoe@manateeschools.net

Program Administrator for the following school sites:
Bashaw Elementary
Bayshore Elementary
Blackburn Elementary
Braden River Elementary
Freedom Elementary
Gullett Elementary
Samoset Elementary
Tillman Elementary
Witt Elementary
Holli Vigna
941-751-6550 ext. 2296
vignah@manateeschools.net

Program Administrator for the following school sites:
Harvey Elementary
Kinnan Elementary
McNeal Elementary
Mills Elementary
Oneco Elementary
Palmetto Elementary
Palm View Elementary
Tara Elementary
Wakeland Elementary
Williams Elementary
Willis Elementary

NOTE: PLEASE CONTACT THE SCHOOL DIRECTLY FOR EDEP AVAILABILITY AND INFORMATIONAL QUESTIONS.